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NELSON CAPITOL, Head Choir of the Boychoir; Demens, 18th and Market S.F.; San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 29 - The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco, in its regular session this week, adopted a resolution that endorses the activities of the Gay and Lesbian Democratic Club.

SOCIALIST-FEMINISTS ELECT 2 of their own to the Santa Cruz City Coun­cil. Both Vice-Mayor Bruce Van Allen and Supervisor Dan Grasselli are open Socialists. Tuesday November 24th, the City Council voted 5 - 2 to approve a resolution accepting the recommendation of the City Manager.

SUPER-GAY DEMO CLUBS ASSAILED

Oubs with the exception of two, (the Barbary Coast DC and the Central City Merchants Association), all gave their support strongly, lesbian/gay rights issues and shall act accordingly. The Mayor and City Council have been set at $100,000. In a sad sidelight to the brutal slaying, the SPCA has found one or both of the cats. And if anyone else is interested, you too can call the SPCA and were up for adoption. The case numbers of the cats are 54015, and 54016. Both are female cats and very beautiful. If any of the friends of the slain man are reading this the SPCA hopes they would want to see one or both of the cats. If anyone else is interested, you too can call the SPCA about adopting the two beautiful cats.

SANTA CRUZ, Calif., Dec. 5 - SOCIALIST MAYOR OF CALIFORNIA CITY SUPPORTS GAY RIGHTS

In an exclusive interview with GayFocus, Mayor Mike Rallin of Santa Cruz told us that his election was the result of years of hard work, covering "grassroots" issues in the city state. He along with Vice-Mayor Bruce Van Allen were both elected to the Santa Cruz City Council in 1978 on an anti-McCarthyist platform. The four on the City Council (the four constitute a majority on the Council) told GayFocus that he has hopes that "they" will make successful challenges to improper laws and ordinances so to make Santa Cruz a better place to live in. Back in 1978, Mayor Rallin told that San Francisco had the most 'gay' politics in the West. The four are not only important to San Francisco, but also to the entire State of California, and other community In coming at this decision, the Court ignored the recommendation of the Conference.

RACE HATE INCIDENT IN SANTA MONICA, Calif., Nov. 29 - A RACE HATE INCIDENT IN SANTA MONICA, Calif., Nov. 29 - A race hate incident occurred in Santa Monica. The rally occurred at San Andreas High School where 70 teenagers and others flocked to the school to defend their civil rights. California KKK leader George Pepper spoke, urging the youths to fight for their rights. The rally was reported to GayFocus.

OAKLAND, Calif., Nov. 27 - RACIAL DISPUTE ON RACE HATE INCIDENT IN SANTA MONICA, Calif., Nov. 29 - A RACE HATE INCIDENT IN SANTA MONICA, Calif., Nov. 29 - A race hate incident occurred in Santa Monica. The rally occurred at San Andreas High School where 70 teenagers and others flocked to the school to defend their civil rights. California KKK leader George Pepper spoke, urging the youths to fight for their rights. The rally was reported to GayFocus.
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The seniors saved their loudest jeers for the Reagan policy, got boos or lukewarm appla­use from the majority of the delegates and cheers from those few who were obvious "plants" who were senior (but with bucks!). Of course the original did not truly represent the poor section, as most were paid and volunteeers of programs for the elderly, themselves appoint­ees.
A Christmas Remembrance

"SCROOGE DRIVES THE MUNI BUT JESUS GOODHEARTS RIDE THE MUNI"

A man got on a MUNI bus recently, during the rush hour, and he was singing a Christmas carol. The bus driver became annoyed after he told the man to shut up and cause the cabling. When the man did not shut up, the MUNI driver then stated "he bus would not move until the man shut his mouth. At that time the passengers on the jammed 725 Haight Street trolley bus began singing along, and soon the entire bus was singing and the driver yelled at least, After all, he had to show them who was running Skalar's Folly. His happening on this MUNI bus, he'd never sing again, and then the blind Blackman, bath hurtful.

The above did happen this early December here in San Francisco, right near City Hall. The man who got on the bus singing Christmas carols was Black but...a blind man also. So, here we have a classic example of man's inhumanity to man. The passengers, almost all white, of the lesbian and gay, nonetheless, got off the bus and pulled the wires over, and the wires fell over the top of the bus. The evilness of the MUNI driver is still evidently evident. Well, the MUNI driver is still evidently evil. After all, he had to show them who was running Skalar's Folly. No use of man's inhumanity to man. The man wasn't hurting anyone by singing. The passengers, almost all white, many of the lesbians and gay, evidently into the foggy evening.

We need to help others but do a lot to harm those who hurt others. But let me tell you now, I am very proud of my "brave" action by my brother-in-law.

JOSHDUB, vigorously protest the selective enforcement of the law by the San Francisco Police Department on the October 16th "Mr. America" Show at the Civic Auditorium. And the San Francisco Police Department on the October 16th "Mr. America" Show at the Civic Auditorium. And the San Francisco Police Department.

We need more, oh so many more, who will HELP others!!!

The people who take too much are the ones who are killed in fact, in too many ways, I have seen destroy many good people. This country needs and will always need people to help others but not to harm who do try to do good.
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hit upon quite well by Daniel Tsang who has compiled a book "The Age Taboo." This book will not be amongst the best-sellers, but it is one that should be on the bedside stand of all who consider them¬selfs "gay" and or 'lesbian." The book is in paperback, sells for $6.95 and should be available at Modern Times Book Store on Valencia Street by now.

Eunice, we are in the high school prom. The whole school backyard is a teeming mass of color and light, a river of beaming life. The occasional sound of cars is muted by the laughter and chatter of the gathered people. The air is filled with the sweet scent of flowers and the scent of hormones.

"Men/Boy love is not evil...only the minds of those who oppose it are evil. Youths sexual desires cannot forever be denied them!"

The oppression of children and youth people, and in a secondary way, that of the Paedophiles, is a cruel oppression and the struggle against should not be postponed any longer. KB
THE WHITE ELEPHANT? oh yeahl What else could you re-name Han's (Coors slime wine that Master Freeman sells...or was it some of David JAY FREEMAN winesaleperson unusualelllll had a wild you all know. But, pray tell, dear Jay, what were you doing with Monroe's high qualjty vino?»»??.

But dear Jamas has an unusual side to him...a female "friend" and he carries a cigare-

head«..and Read does not allow hats in there dear children with notable exceptions being...Ginger, Bobby Pace, Phyllis under iwather the table crawling around??? The ole French restaurant was not so staid that night for real. Must be the Guild elite, to Bob Ross ai^ the other gay royalty crowd has Never , and we repeat, never bothered to show up at any funds at Delicious Dee Dee Love's annual fundraiser for the edup at the Frisco Saloon last Sui^ay aftamoon to raise the others who refused, Money and or votes....same goes for his poli­
eror, or current grand duke or duchess bo^ered to show up. Nothing to sneeze at, and last year they raised $4,011.00 so far off ....as old Art Agnos is busy taking care of and acquiring property, and hoping to community got away with having a few "private sex dubs" (something ^e straight commu­

worth the table crawling around???

and cut over the eye he got from some guy he tried to help with a job, and nearly got Gil Pena, owner of the Frisco Saloon, is

it in a Castelli bar, and honey wasn't, be'lin' us your way reality to get in the face

ofter "Frietas" "grace decree" and all new ones are NOT covered, to theta newer places

and indifference at Civic Center, that something is coming down, and heaven help us all, it is not at me. Some people in their last but and others in their greed are as bad!!

MARTY KINKER IS AT THE THEATER!

TENDERLEB TEISB is still in the hospital not doing well. He also has hepatitis. All he needs is money and we hope he fully recovers)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

FELIX & FRIENDS was held at 8 B Street in Redwood City last Saturday night. It's a no place, if you ask me. PW say it's a great place. They have a loud band at the Queen's" and spend a few days for St. Anthony's Dining Room. By the way you may remember Felix, who has a friend named H. and H., and he lives in "the City" and has a loud band on every street he walks in, and a live hundred more band, and a few hundred more people in the house. How much do Felix Fran-
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THE CANDLELIGHT MARCH to commemorate the murders of George and Harry are

this one to support (as if any really need). But the Great Gay Reflection Clara Jones or

who works like a, paid a sizable sum in his "donation" and a little in his "ticket." But

back to the Castro like Mayor Chen and his Chief Oppressor of Girls, Geo Murdock who

 kế, having his "orders." The politicians...daring the big "showy-ervention," in the

press they are commensurate, but last year they did not have a parade. We have to make

number one as the Castro, and we are getting closer to the Castro, and we are getting closer to
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EMPRESS CANDIDATES ANYONE? Well, they were thick as flies on a cesspool day. One of them was a real 'empres' in the old sense - someone who had pulled the strings on the previous years. She's all decked out in her finery, brining her 'court' along with her. The others are a mix of old hands and newbies, trying to make their mark. Some are looking for a position of power, while others are just there to have a good time. It's a real Who's Who of the local Drag Scene.

EMPIRE DINING ROOM: The Empire Dining Room, located at 544 Market Street, is the place to be this holiday season. With its elegant decor and delicious cuisine, it's the perfect spot for a Christmas dinner. The menu features traditional dishes such as roast turkey and cranberry sauce, as well as modern twists on classic recipes. Whether you're looking for a romantic dinner for two or a large gathering, the Empire Dining Room has something for everyone. Call 415-555-1212 to make your reservation today.

RICHARD NOVAK is back in town and looking for work as usual. Nothing new, unless...! The Gay Events Tape got a naughty letter and the owner was not too pleased. He's thinking of taking legal action.

THE TRAPP has shut down at long last. Thank you!
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SAM &HANK, a three month love affair and going strong!!!!!!!

ED & ERIC a six year love match. You know those Polishllll!!
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FRED BROTHERS GOES TOO FAR THIS TIME with his pushing of Joseph Coon’s new Monroe FCSCA groups can any one even consider placing an ad in his castroid out-of-times when he promotes ai>d push-es Coors Beer (Anita Bryant’s favorite?) And just what is the great Howard Wallace of Solidarity doing about it? Per usual....nothing! Coors and Brothers, a real combination be so damn pushy ....you won't get ads that way ...believe you me! Onward & upwards! hopefully won't have to juggle the books too much. Some of you dear old gay bars will help to put together one of the finest parades ever. Oh yes, Pat Smith the treasurer
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**The Plot Thickens by ED DOLLAK**

IN MY MAILBAG: My thanks to the anonymous reader who writes to inform me of a recent arrest for murder of a good food known as the FAMILY INN. New York, where the murder was committed, in the Tenderloin. The price for dinner at the Family Inn is $4.75 with a special consisting of V4 Hot Chicken, small salad and dinner roll for only $2.50.

The bill while supported by right-wingers such as Senator Strom Thurman, Senator East of North Carolina and Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina, is also supported by that broad jurisdic­tion of crim ing law; broader offen­sives of solicitation, obstructing a gov­ern­ment function by physical inter­ference and dis­se­mination of obscene material (GayFocus?).

The Central City's Only Country-Western Dance Bar... is open 9 to 2 a.m. on Friday & Saturday at 9 - 1 a.m. on Sunday.

The Celebrations main high is a pre-Christmas holiday celebration on Sunday, December 20th, at 9 a.m. in the Rotunda of San Francisco City Hall, and you are a person who's been willing to share your joys and ground, and you are a person who's been willing to share your joys and gather with them and enjoy the Christmas season.

The Thanksgiving Feast of the Old Folks Defense League was a very enjoyable occasion. The baked pork chops and dressing as cooked by the Family Inn range from $1.95 to $2.25, and the dessert, usually ice cream. Beverage is extra .35 cents. Ham and or sausage with eggs...or a ham sandwich with Swiss Cheese, avocado, lettuce and tomato for $2.25, and it is simple delicious. And the this Dell is a steal at $2.00 and it is a steal at $1.95. It's really yummy and so heavenly tasty. Beverages are .90s. Other ordered hot and cold salad from the Family Inn.

Men want to have their way but can't have their men. And there are many activities and festive events being now made for a Christmas eve dinner and party now.

**Cyndy Hales**

**NEW YORK, Nov. 27** — Some 250 angry lesbians and gaymen assembled at Sheridan Square here Tuesday night to protest the defeat of the lesbian and gay rights bill (Intro 1071) in the General Welfare Co­mmittee of the New York City Council at City Hall the night before. It was the 10th year that the bill was defeated, making it one of the most successful pieces of legislation in New York City history. The “hearing” was a bourgeois farce, complete with all the trappings of odd political groups; order, and so-called democracy at which the gay men were actually debated (at the taxpayers expense.)

The personal attacks on those who oppose the struggle against lesbian and gay oppression out of the chamber and into the streets, where any gains of the years have been won. It was a spirited and militant march up 8th Avenue to Times Square. Activities from the workshop of gay and lesbian community, including several who had been arrested the night before for sitting in.

**San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 10** — A feature article by a gay writer about well known Tenderloin figure Guy Hendricks, was denounced as having racist undertones, according to the leadership of the Central California Gay Anti­discrimination League. The National Committee Against Repressive Legislation (NCARL) said that the article by the San Francisco Chronicle was racist in undertones and the story basically claptrap!...and the Federal Penal Code supercedes any state or city laws. Sometimes IS bills and gaymen seem to forget these things, it was pointed out.
By George! Camile and Mai Ty for one night only at the Hotel York's Plush Room (885-6800 for info, picture on 18) is still going at the Savoy Tivoli on Grant Avenue.

Another exceedingly enjoyable evening is being offered by City College's A Christmas Presentation (call 239-3132 for info). This three part production opens with four interesting dances performed by the world famous Bay Cityettes and is followed by a delightful appearance by the cast of the highly popular play, The Admirable Crichton, as they perform scenes from the original stage production. The second half of the program is a stunning production of Amahl and the Night Visitors, now firmly ensconced as a Christmas classic.

Another small company that has come up with back to back hits is the SF Player's Hall (1285 for info) whose recently opened A Child's Christmas in Wales with John Bircher and Scoot Beach alternating as readings. The second half of the program is a stunning production of Amahl and the Night Visitors, now firmly ensconced as a Christmas classic.

GAYFOCUS REVIEWS:

Follows On The Roof (at the Orpheum, call 474-3800 for info) reminds me of the old saw about the gay who complained about having no chills until he met a man who had no feet. If you think you've got problems, consider Trevor and feel immediately better. And yet, despite a family, a way of life and a world all falling apart around him, the thing that comes in most this production is Trevor's ability to laugh and not take himself too seriously. It is a show-stopping charm performed by Samuel Bell, Mr. Dolli, Connie, Rose, at 776 Valencia Street (call 552-1445 for info) opens December 11th with John Brebner and Scott Beach alternating as readings. The second half of the program is a stunning production of Amahl and the Night Visitors, now firmly ensconced as a Christmas classic.

The SF City College Theatre.

A Christmas Presentation (call 239-3132 for info). This three part production opens with four interesting dances performed by the world famous Bay Cityettes and is followed by a delightful appearance by the cast of the highly popular play, The Admirable Crichton, as they perform scenes from the original stage production. The second half of the program is a stunning production of Amahl and the Night Visitors, now firmly ensconced as a Christmas classic.

Two new cabarets will be opening before Christmas. The Valencia (at 673 Valencia Street, call 532-1445 for info) opens December 8th with A Fine Romance: a revue based on the music of Jerome Kern and George Gershwin, with music by Michael and Paul Schuller and directed by Betsy Frank. Also noteworthy, is Ken Vega's excellent Berlin '32: is being revived beginning at Fanny's (673-6440 for info) with a musical revue with Bobbi Bell, Mr. Dolli, Connie, Candie and Me Ty for one night only at the Fl. Miles VA Hospital on Tuesday the 11th, with magician Jerry Salazar. It is Christmas now!!
TRAVELS WITH H.L. PERRY

Two hours from Los Angeles is a gay dairy named Twin Oaks Ranch. This name is not sex appeal, but rather the ranchers' way of saying that if you get lost, you can find your way back home in the dark. You'll see that they have a small cow (I mean calf) standing next to a large cow in the pasture. When you're there, watch out for the dogs. They're not just for show.

Holly Rodan, the owner, is a charming woman who runs the ranch with her husband. She has been involved in the gay community for many years and is well respected. The place is clean and well-maintained.

END UP! The ending of the show is quite exciting. The performers are all dressed in black and white, and the atmosphere is very intense. It's a great place to end the night.
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WEST COAST PREMIERE

LIKE THE CITY THEY COME FROM
BIG, HOT AND ALWAYS READY FOR ACTION!

NEW YORK MEN

Starring
ERIC RYAN • J.D. SLATER
SCORPIO • ROBERT WHITE

A Mustang Production
All Male Cast in Color

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st. tele: 7819468